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A Dedication 

A life becomes full of indebtedness, too many to 
mention.  Especially to Lynn, for her patience, 
endurance and those moments in the early days at 
her typewriter. 

Preface 

Sometimes we realize we lost some things we should 
not have lost, felt things we should still feel, have the 
passion for things we once had.  Yes, time is a big 
place where many things can get lost; and, yet, many 
things are found. 

Pulling these old papers from equally old boxes was 
like reacquainting with an old friend….the person I 
once was.  He is a bit irritating at times but I admire 
the fervor he had.  I realized how time can cause us 
to compromise, become diplomatic, find justifications 
for the human insanity; and, we have the audacity to 
call it ‘maturity’.    

Clay Howard 
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Expectations  (1969) 

I gathered the curled virgin locks 

Of children and the first  

Springtime petals of roses.  

 

I took a cup and caught 

The first tear of a lamb; 

Then the first nectarous drop of milk 

From a young womans’ breast. 

 

I found a robin feather 

Fallen from its’ first flight 

And gathered a grain of soil 

Where a fawn took its’ first step. 

 

I sat my mix upon a fire 

Kindled by spring saplings 

And called it ‘EXPECTATIONS’. 
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We’ve Been Around   (1972) 

I was once a rock, 

A drop of water, 

A hickory shell, 

A rose, a lemon tree, 

A maple in New England, 

A ball of cotton in Alabama. 

 

I’ve been dust racing tumbleweeds 

Across the Oklahoma flats 

And settled in Arkansas; 

An  acorn popping in the timber 

Between the jaws of a razorback. 

 

I’ve been rain-washed and mashed,  

Windblown, sun-baked 

And wood-burned. 

I date back to the stooped  

bastards of Adam, and beyond, 
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that sat in caves and hollow trees; 

the sweat of enslaved temple builders. 

 

I’ve been dead and living 

In the sperm of a young pachyderm, 

The crocodile egg, 

The blade of a boomerang, 

A chip from a stone of Easter Island. 

 

I’ve traveled the sky in cirrus clouds 

And in the birds’ wing, 

Toured the oceans in the porpoise fin 

 and the crabs’ pincher. 

 

I’ve watched the Mongols 

Thunder across Manchuria 

While standing in a blade of grass 

And the Indian hunt bison 

From the eyes of the prairie dog. 
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I’ve been in the brains of kings,  

The hands of warriors,  

The ink of the thinkers’ pen. 

 

I’ve been every color and temperature, 

Wet and dry.  Hard and soft; 

And I have lived next to you  

Somewhere, in something. 

Maybe in the damp loam  

Of redwood timbers 

Or a leaf on the fish-spined fern. 

 

You and I might have been     

 two sparks rising together 

 in a campfire 

Or raced down a mountainside 

As red melted rock. 
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Maybe you were in the other wing 

Of the butterfly 

And we touched when it rested. 

Could it be that you were the pollen 

That came to me with the bee-legs 

And we made a flower 

In the late spring-warm dirt? 

 

Yes, we’ve been around 

As timeless godlettes of life 

Finding form and venture, 

Fulfilling the grandest purpose 

In a grand ol’ universe. 

We may meet tomorrow; 

And, when our hands touch, 

Will I remember you? 

Will you remember me? 

(Note: This is also in mosaic print.) 
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Bitterness on Man and Things   (1966) 

Man, the maker, caretaker of thing; 

The molder, reaper, keeper of things, 

                  The miser of things. 

 

Man, the most needy, greedy of things; 

Most spiteful, frightful of things 

Most unnatural of things. 

 

May the planet forgive him. 

May the gods reprieve him. 

 

Silence.  Nothing is moving and there is silence. But, 
there is nothing to hear….. 

                     Even the silence. 

Oceans.  Lifeless tubs of grease and things. 

Prairies.  Hairless, skinless slabs of stone and 
things……     left by the raper of things.      
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Darkness.  The sky squints on the sun. 

There is nothing to see the planet of things. 

…..so, there is only darkness. 

 

Reason. Where is lovely reason… 

                   Lost in a pile of things? 

Reason. Where is your beauty….. 

 Muted by words and apathy? 

Reason.  Have you forsaken us? 

Have we lost you in our gluttony? 

Has freedom been our demise…  

A child in want of child,  

A blind man with a gun, 

A guppy in a cup? 

Where is our dictator, 

The Solomon of today, 

Prince of benevolent discipline, 
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The prodigy of perception, 

the power with politics? 

 

Shall the unholy trinity prevail? 

Anarchy, loathsome lunatic of man? 

Disease….breeder of death, culler of the gods? 

Famine….empty, real, sober as coffee? 

They are now upon us…. 

Paradoxical breeders of harmony, 

Killers of sick brains, 

The lean-makers of social fat, 

Dictators, escorts of reason. 
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Sonnet to a Mockingbird.     (1971) 

I’m on the trail 

Of the mockingbird 

That tells, in melody, 

A hand-me-down, 

Like folklore; 

 

A bird of sing-song 

And rhythms, 

That sings a sweet song 

To its’ mother 

And trumpets taps 

In the dusk 

To its’ father; 
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A bird of worships’ chants 

That versed to Bach 

And Gregorian minks 

In the early days, 

Just before the crusades, 

When Christ forfeited 

The church to man; 

 

That pitches sweet sharps 

To oriental intricacies 

And throats the timbered beat 

Of Polynesian drums; 

A bird who clutched his roost 

Outside the window of David 

And slept to the pricked harp 

And psalm; 
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that rested on the hedges 

And watched lovers 

Bare pale skin in the grass. 

 

I’m on the trail of an old bird. 

One who sings from memory 

Like Homer; 

Who ventured to the wilderness 

And tenured to Christ 

At his return from hell 

And lullabied Moses 

In his basket ship; 
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Who spent long days 

In the meadow 

On a good limb 

Of the apple tree 

Sending vibrations over crowds 

Of sage grass; 

 

A bird that loved, 

Oh yes, loved, 

In a young pine tree 

Atop a flint-stone bluff 

And chased flies 

In the bison herd 

In its’ younger days. 
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I’m looking for a 

Fantailed Messiah, 

A feathered Solomon, 

A fencepost Homer 

That puts a tune to history. 
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Carcass Car  (1966) 

A rusty septum on an ancient windshield, 

Shattered crystal eyes staring 

Blankly at everything and nothing 

Like weathered sockets in a mossy skull. 

A doglegged radio aerial is splintered, 

frayed like a solitary unruly hair 

Combed back by the wind 

And crushed by heavy frequencies. 

A lug-wrench, rigored by rust, 

Clothed by parasitic Bermuda grass, Lies nearby 

 like a lost vertebrae 

Bellowing mystic calls for chiropractic care. 

Weather-stale seats, stinched by mice, 

Are shredded by wear and rugged time; 

With stuffing bulging like bloated brains 
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Between the cracks of a dried ménages. 

An archaic grill with tarnished teeth, Rusts above the 
silver maxim…. 

Like flesh had melted away 

And left the teething smile of death. 

 

The planet has a shadow on it.  (1967) 

The planet has a shadow on it. 

A woman sweats in the dark 

While her children wonder 

What destiny means. 

The politician pukes paper, 

Affectionately, from the capital. 

T he network news seems surprised 

By everything real. 

The planet has a bone showing. 

Saintly leaders are opulent 

While a child picks at a bloated naval. 
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The finest buildings  in town are religious 

While the uncounted sleep in the streets. 

The planet blushes on holy days. 

Jonny has a spot on this tie, 

Sallys’ dress and shoes don’t match 

While Jimmy chews a bubble-gum patch 

To fix his tenni-runners. 
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Magic Moment in the Forest  (1974) 

There are nights in the forest 

When the magic people walk. 

The moon is full in silver sheen 

And lights the vine and stalk. 

 

Shadows, sharp, silhouette the floor 

Laid in overlays of leaves, 

Giving deep resign of grain 

Engraved in fine reliefs. 

 

The forest songs are silented, 

A breathless stillness in the hush, 

As the magic ones make their way 

Beneath the root and stone and brush. 
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A pixen pride, bright-lit brood, 

Crimson covey, a siren swarm 

Scampers, bounces, leaps and dances 

As the magic hour is born. 

 

Each pixen person,  

Unique in color and design, 

Agils freely among limb and stem, 

Dashes dartly from vine to vine. 

 

Countless colors, colors nameless, 

Mingle, mix in torrents of flight, 

Tracing patterns iridescent 

On the canvass of the night. 

Each fairys’ winging 

Is a note well tuned, 

Blending with a countless chorus 

Cantata’d beneath the moon….. 
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A resonant symphony, 

Vibrant, joyful jubilee 

Spiced in fairy laughter 

And bursts of pixen gaiety.  

 

Tilting in the starry sea of space 

The moon-mother yawns, 

A tranquil, timeless sign 

The magic hour is gone. 

 

They dash and dart, 

In tracings in the dark, 

To crevices, cracks and crannies 

Of leaves and stone and bark. 

 

In an instant, the silence looms, 

A cricket violins its’ limbs, 

A tree-frog bloats in song. 

The forest sounds begin again. 
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No religion is of a god  (1967) 

(Excerpt from ‘Carbon Expendable and the Alpha 
Mega Writs’) 

There is no single guilt, 

Nor is it lessened as it is shared, 

Nor excusable as tradition. 

Deep in the sapien vein 

The options lie in every moment 

And the common choice is sedition. 

 

Whether mosque or temple or church 

Or loner under the palm, 

Young and old are sincere hypocrisy. 

Deceiving only themselves 

While all the universe 

Knows our mediocrity. 

 

No religion is of a god, 

No doctrine of divine design. 

No absolutes are implanted 

In any religious line. 
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Frail, insecure, fearful creatures 

Struggle to comfort their plight, 

Inventing conjurances of deities 

On the canvass of the night. 

 

Tenacious ignorance overrides 

The universal voice within. 

So, the savage wars of bigotry 

Are the legacies of men. 

 

With certainty, engraved in history, 

Indelible to all pious effort, 

The fact still remains. 

 

The greatest atrocities of man, 

All ruthlessness of yore and now, 

Lies in his religious veins. 
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Religions survives on oppression, 

Not liberty, 

Not true spiritual intelligence. 

 

It holds its’ fold 

With fear and babble, 

Possessive with diligence. 

 

It has suppressed more genius. 

Crucified more enlightenment, 

Buried more authenticity, 

Imposed more inequity, 

fostered more self-conceit, 

mortared more rigidity 

Than all the sunsets, 

 

Embraces of good love 

And waves of seas could ever 

Wash away. 
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And, religion can deny religion, 

It can be a simple belonging, 

Whether gangs in the streets 

Or those bonded by common cause. 

By nation, by race, by community, 

By all our layers of ‘belonging’, 

‘exclusiveness’ is the unwritten clause. 

 

And the more we belong to ologies 

The less we belong to life, 

The less free and commendable…. 

The less value those different have; 

Until, as history attests, 

They are Carbon Expendable.  
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To Define a Human  (1966) 

Consciousness is not intelligence; 

Nor civilized the same as sane. 

Glorified men have been mere primates 

While the ape reveals the human vein. 

 

With certainty, when the mind is opened, 

It hears the secrets told 

That the human is not a creature, 

But the manner of any creatures’ soul. 

 

Generations.   (1984) 

On tomorrows’ wing 

The flight is made 

For those yet freathered. 

 

Great things yet built 

And to be done 

Still lie beyond the womb. 
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All await the manner of today 

And how the times were weathered. 

All await the course 

Of winds 

That race across the bloom. 

Each will come to take 

Its’ turn 

Upon this sea of space. 

 

It is for us to groom 

The meadow 

And leave untainted skies. 

 

The sun sets quickly. 

They prepare 

To take our place. 
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It is not for us  

To chart their course 

But to strengthen wings to fly. 

 

And, fly they will, 

Born as blank paper 

Scribed by only their moment, 

 

Full of their unique ignorances, 

Arrogant, destined to challenge 

The stupidity of yesterday 

And in their own way, 

With their own stupidity 

As their most mortal monument. 
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Where are the Heroes?  (1966) 

The ride of time has risen 

And I have found it true ….  

countless heroes are among us 

living each day in valor 

and in most simple ways. 

 

Those labors of love and pride 

Amid the complexity of life 

And the treachery of politic, 

Endured relentlessly and valor 

Unknown unto themselves.  

 

Not only in the fields of war 

But among those who fight 

Most innocent 

 and suffer the day, 

overcome the crimes of life; 

those who serve for meagerness, 
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labor both day and night 

in the fields and streets of earth. 

 

They are countless, nameless 

In the halls of history 

But precious men and women 

Who give simple sanity 

To the insanity of things. 
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Plans  (1985) 

To the mortal course 

There is no credit due, 

No moments set aside 

For other days, 

No room for remorse. 

 

And, no greater boon 

Has the human soul 

Than a mind with plotted course.  

 

A life belated 

Is one that hesitated 

And each empty season 

Has had no reason. 

In the most dire destitution 

And most helpless plight of man 

No grander words can be heard… 

“now here’s my plan”. 
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Dreams are mere intercourse 

With mind and reality; 

And, too soon the judgment falls 

To make them mere fantasy. 

 

To fail to plan is to plan 

To fail; 

And,  a bucket full of intent 

Is an empty pail. 

 

Reality is not one thing; 

But made of countless parts 

That need be felt and known 

To give substance to the starts; 

And for the most vivid plan, 

Challenged by circumstance, 

Use of the human heart 

Makes lifes’ course 

A work of art. 
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The nine o’clock people  (1968) 

The nine o’clock people…. 

Ladies with powdered navals 

And braced mummeries. 

Men modest of their ears, 

Decked in double knot duds. 

 

The nine o’clock people…. 

Wedged in coffee shops, 

Being stuffy casual, 

Buffing dust from paten leather. 

 

The nine o’clock people…. 

Of prestigious poverty, 

High overhead and shop hours. 

The downtown people…. 

Sidewalk strutters, 

Kind, yet vain victims 

Of a concrete marketplace 

                 And pigeon shit. 
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Bread Power  (1967) 

A nation blooms…. 

A stalk if wheat, 

A flask of milk,  

A bean. 

And each day 

Countless faces, countless eyes, 

Watch across the fence. 

 

The feast is in the castle 

And cheers infest the night 

While a father weeps quietly 

Over cold bones of children. 

 

Divine Illusions  (1973) 

There was an old kingfisher, 

Riparian of the willow glade, 

And neighbor of the frog, 

Watching the river pass 

While sitting on a log. 
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He let the river tell its’ tale, 

The secrets  of its’ motion, 

And listening as he does, 

He gets the strangest notion 

Virtues have found their way 

Into his eager mind 

And his fortitude has been repaid 

By making him divine. 

 

He blesses the dragonfly 

And graces the passing fish, 

Then grants the duck and swan 

The favor of their wish. 

 

An old bullfrog watches stately 

Along the river bank 

And since frogs are short on words 

They’re naturally blunt and frank. 
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One day, while cruising 

The rivers’ shore 

He chanced upon the saint 

And found him preaching to a snake 

On things that are and aint. 

 

“Oh, good frog, 

I welcome your company 

For I have seen  

The face of god himself 

And become a diety.” 

  

And says the frog, 

“It seems to me 

You’ve looked into the pool too long 

And are tricked by what you see. 

Despite what I should aspire 

When I look into the pool 

I see someone looking back at me 

With the wisdom of a fool. 
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For it’s myself I see 

And my bellow that I hear. 

No wisdom other than my own 

And my foolishness is clear. 

 

Perhaps you should look again 

With a clearer sense of sanity 

And you may well see 

A Kingfisher full of vanity.” 
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Sunning on a Rock  (1966) 

Cows lick frozen dew from backs. 

Dogs stretch lanky legs and yawn. 

Trees draw their course bark tight 

To hide their bloodless winter grain. 

 

A sun peaks through the clouds 

And turns the frost to sweat. 

Day birds fly the night birds fly. 

Dawn to dusk…a turn at life. 

 

Spring showers awaken the seeds. 

High acorns dread their fall. 

Watercress roots into deeper waters. 

Where we are is from where we                                                     
have been. 

Thales to Nietzsche the sonnets row 

Of logic and what appears to be. 

Yet, all the planet simply 

Crawls, squirms, walks and flies. 
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Scale to hair, blood finds its’ way. 

Still, the tortoise suns on a rock. 

Instinct to mind and mind invents oblivion. 

Still, the tortoise suns of a rock. 

 

From nakedness to clothed dignities, 

Chiseled stone to capsule ink, 

Simple symbols to quaint writs… 

And, still, humans squat to dung. 

 

Pillars of stone, blackboards and chalk, numbers, 
percentages, paper, 

Prestige or labor, simplicity, affluence, peace…… 

 

Yet, the dream is to sun on a rock. 

Time, like desperate cries for air, 

On its’ own crusade for harmony, 

Simplicity, happiness and peace…. 

A calm end to its’ endlessness. 
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Perhaps the Day  (1982) 

Perhaps the day 

Is a silent song 

Writ on a composers’ pen 

Where life seeks its’ way 

But finds it is lost again. 

 

Perhaps the melody 

Rides in the stanzas’ cord 

Where highs and lows are met 

And the words of mellow resonance 

Are illusive whispers 

We easily forget. 

 

And though our meaning, 

Long sought in our songs, 

Is lost in the drummers’ beat, 

We strike each chord, 

Relent upon some purpose, 
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Defying our own defeat. 

And, with desperate, gentle minds 

We quietly manage soft moment of happiness 

With those meager few 

Who seek our truths 

And fill our emptiness. 

 

The Mind and Me  (1981) 

I came upon a lady 

Sitting on a hill. 

She was doing macramé of Ivy 

And planting daffodil. 

 

The vines of grapes were woven 

Among the apple trees, 

Siphoning from its’ nectar 

And making apple teas. 

 

And she sipped it with a straw 

Made of hollow wheat. 
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When she had drank it all 

She looked down the hill to find 

That I felt her weary body 

Resting in the cradle of my mind. 

 

The clouds moved low 

Across the limber sage…. 

A tide of rough-grained sea… 

And turned the Ivy leaf aside 

And set the dandelion free. 

 

She put me on a Robins’ wing, 

One of steady feather, 

And tripped me to a tapioca farm 

Of grand and sunny weather; 

Then, marched me out to war 

Against legions of timeless men 

Who fell to our own inhumanity 

And begged I be their friend. 
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I then laid aside my cane 

To sip her quiet wine 

As she laid her lovely body 

Deep in the crevice of my mind. 

 

I sat down beside her 

Beneath the cider tree 

And when she turned her face around 

I was looking back at me. 

 

Our Finest Vanity  (1984) 

There are those days, 

Those idle days, 

When the sky paints grey 

                         The earth 

And sets the mind aside itself, 

Beyond the body, 

Into yesterday, 

Chasing truth among the shadows, 

Stirring sentiment with a stick. 
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And all the makings of what we are 

Settle in the calm; 

And we cipher among them 

Like old photos, strange and familiar. 

 

And to such moments of humans 

I tilt my hat, 

Extend my hand. 

 

The tale is tragic, melancholy, 

Laid upon the weavings 

Of delicate moments 

Told in the feeble voice of youth, 

Spoken in the passion of old dreams. 

 

How noble the day is! 

It survives by wit alone, 

As I am old in my puberty, 
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Nay, I, as many, have lived 

And died, 

In countless and tired ways, 

Revived by new resolution! 

 

The epic is in the mist, 

Among the turns of the galaxies; 

And, yesterday is as lost 

As the first spark of light 

That lit the ancient stars. 

 

 I recall only one morning, 

Its’ brevity profound, 

Yet, a monument to antiquity, 

The discourse of the human vein. 

It is an ode  

To our day and place, 

Embracing the menagerie 

Of dubious drama…… 

The lust of the moment…. 
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For, I praise the beginning, 

The  primal loam 

Of this grand ship. 

 

Here the stone bares its’ marrow, 

Lays its’ bones 

Upon the spring thaws, 

Sails the mountain rivulets 

And lays to rest 

On the basins and deltas. 

 

I sing to the grains of earth, 

To the river bottom loam, 

Sheddings of the mountains’ face 

…..Sweet mountain carcass. 

 

Here to the burrowers of earth, 

Tree climbers, The sky gliders and water swimmers! 

And to those who walk the land, 

The creatures and critters, 
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The predator and prey, 

The tough-sacked pachyderm 

And fantailed fox. 

 

To those beyond number, 

Melting their existence 

Into a beautiful, horrendous brew, 

I do not totally understand, but drink, 

Nor can I see clearly, but savor the drink. 

I am inseparable from everything 

Yet an island unto myself, 

Seeking fine fantasy 

And settling for raw reality. 

 

Here to the dreamers! 

Those whose delicate minds 

Make fragile worlds 

That vanish in the dawn! 
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There is a grand tree 

And warm autumn afternoon 

For the ol’ red squirrel; 

And, for him, the silence 

 

Of a sleeping forest, 

A good sun 

And broad-forked limb 

On which to dream. 

 

He hears the rustle 

Of the trailing leaves 

On the crisp brown forest floor, 

The gentle sway of his limber limb 

And a dream of nut-bins 

Full and rich and ripe. 

And, his dream is no grander 

In his journey of life and death. 
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To this, our dreams are our mirrors, Servants of 
distortion, 

Deceptions’ joyous bounty 

Where the weak are strong 

And the little are great, 

 

Where the big and strong 

Fulfill their empty vanity, 

 

Where the cowardly 

pretend to emanate their valor  

and the brave mellow their regrets. 

 

But, dreams endear  

The soft shimmer of hope, 

Making tomorrow the harvest, 

The festival of a mundane moment. 

 

Dreams are freedoms’ drink, 

The power of lifes’ motion. 

Dreams are life awake 
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And a dreamless life only sleeps. 

Dream on, sweet life and universe! 

Make your expectations 

The builders’ hammer! 

 

The whimper of an angel 

Echoes in our planets’ groan 

As it bleeds to the drillers’ needle, 

The blade of a spoiled wantonness, 

The countless crawling feet’ 

Of the simple needs 

And the hypocrites protesting 

The very thing of all their comforts. 

 

And, alas, sweet earth is above it all, 

Recalling all the countless things 

It has fostered and nurtured 

And seen parish to fossiled stone. 
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It dreams of only tomorrow, 

When it is silent again, 

Full of the fertility of itself. 

 

And infant stars will glitter, 

In the flawless nights, 

Upon sleeping waterways 

And oceans and lakes. 

 

The whippoorwill will  chant 

Its’ immortal tunes 

Across the lush hill-land valleys 

And there may be some remnant 

Of what was once called ‘human’ 

Sitting alone in the theater of earth and sky, 

Dreaming of full storage 

As he awaits the crisp, quiet winter. 
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And, should someone’s finest dreams 

Appear upon the crest 

Of some newborn star 

In the evenings’ twilight 

They might well sit quietly 

And dream of harmony with life, 

And this dream of true dreamers 

Is our finest vanity.           
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A Pagan Prayer  (1966) 

Oh Cythera whose celestial light 

Beckons hope this eternal night 

And brings to an end 

These aeonial regions of time 

That chastises those within 

Move not away so I may find 

A restful beam on which to lie 

And shed my tears upon this darkened sky. 

May my bissom-rheum not be 

 For merely my self-pity; 

Rather orisons for other souls 

That they may find 

Their horizons’ goal.                                            
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A Child Who There Wondered (1976) 

As a man-child he had wondered 

In the meadow by the forest 

And watched the annual budding 

Of flowers with no names. 

 

As a young man he had wondered  

In the forest by the meadow 

And was at peace to be lost  

Among the ferns. 

 

As an old man he had slumbered 

Under a tree beside the meadow 

And dreamed of long past flowers 

And wonderings among the pines. 

 

As a no-man his mind wondered 

Among the flowers and was 

a voice among the pines 

for a child who there wondered.    
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Of those things of Man to Earth 

(1979) 

Of those things of man to earth 

And man to man…. 

Of those real, authentic solutions 

Making us creatures of integrity, 

Worthy of our place 

In this grand creation….. 

The capacity has been given us 

To desire, to seek, to find. 

 

And, of the mystery of ourselves…. 

The secrets of enlightenment, 

Those sublime qualities of our spirit 

Allowing us an exquisite freedom 

To question, venture, discover…. 

The keys lie within us 

As a gift most graciously given. 
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And, our tragedy or beauty 

Is our own. 

The sanity of our days 

Is fertile and measured 

By what we have left  

To our posterities. 

 

As seeds in the wind, 

Our most fruitful acts and moments, 

Measured in the most unseen things, 

Are those quiet decisions of intuition 

Totally unselfish, totally accountable unto ourselves. 

 

Our destiny or extinction 

Lies in these things… 

And the choice is ours. 
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On Fullness  (1970) 

Some are born butterflies, 

Born with wings, 

Full and brilliant,  

Aflight at first light; 

And, all eyes are upon them, 

Intent upon each move and flutter, 

Always on the bloom, 

Feasting upon the pestals’ nectar, 

Always in high places, 

Gliding upon a favored wind. 

 

And, they are shallow wings, 

Impoverished with ignorance, 

Living half a life, 

More empty than full. 

 

It is for the worm 

The gift is given… 
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The gifts of slow labor 

Upon the vine and soil, 

The feel of moss and sand, 

The struggles of low places, 

A gratitude for meager morsels, 

The suns’ warmth after cold nights, 

The quietude of the cocoons’ womb. 

 

And, in those first moments, 

Unfolding wings to dry 

In the suns’ warm rays, 

Yesterday is stored in its’ heart 

And in the pattern of its’ wings. 

Purpose is in its flight and grace 

Holds its’ manner upon the bloom. 

It rests upon the autumn leaf, 

Reflects upon its’ time, 

Complete and full. 
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The Bellow of the Goose  (1976) 

In the March mist of evening 

There comes the cadence call 

As migratory regiments 

Brave the late winter wind. 

 

The axe is still 

As faces raise to hear 

The winged trumpeteer. 

The hard voice of the wilderness 

Cheers his kinsmen onward. 

 

And beneath this fast moving 

Rank and file of fowl 

The earthbound creatures harcken. 

“Shed your fur and heavy down, 
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Stir from your harbors in the ground. 

Make way for love and litters, 

For Spring is coming ‘round.” 

 

They encore through the night,  

Silhouette formations against the stars. 

With graceful labor they speed 

To places of timeless heritage 

And scent the harvest of the north, 

And fields of winter wheat and maze. 

 

I settle into my easy chair 

Beside the open flame 

To list my garden needs, 

Look close at fragile tips 

Of freshly budding trees….. 

For more solid and sure 

Than all things spoken 

Is the ‘bellow of the goose’. 
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 Looking Into the Out  (1977) 

Have you visions  

Of a time forgotten 

Yet with vague remembrance 

In the balmy mist 

Of unknown yesterdays? 

 

Are hinting heard 

In the chambers of your mind, 

A voice familiar 

Amid old smells, sounds, 

Touches and forms, 

 

Tracing memories 

Known but not remembered, 

Almost upon the lip, 

Misplaced in the pages 

Of your ancient soul? 
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And, there are moments 

When it comes to you, 

As a dim, orange sunrise 

Lighting an early earth, 

Lacing thin lines of light 

Upon sparce shrubs and grasses. 

 

Then you know, 

In quiet comfort, 

Your tomorrows lead 

To some distant yesterday, 

Much as today’s sunset 

Is someone’s sunrise; 

And, the finite is as infinite 

As the infinite is finite, 

An eternal measure of time, 

No more than the sliver 

Of one single moment 

And life is only Now. 
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A Caution to Enlightened Zealotry 

(1980) 

The sky hints of a sunrise 

Awakening new children, 

Old and wise. 

 

Wipe away the ages of sleep 

Clinging upon the lids 

Of your ancient eyes. 

 

The day has come in amber, 

Sweet rays of gold, 

Crisp upon the dawn. 

 

Stretch your arms, 

Cast your sight 

Upon the early balm. 
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Then rise above this earth, 

Watch the star-break, 

The pillars of new rays 

 

Across the planets’ crest 

Quickening this long night 

Into a new manner of days. 

 

Rejoice!  The priests have gone! 

The savage faiths have fallen, 

Taking their last breaths; 

 

And, their vicious gods 

Wain in their hells 

To face their own deaths. 

 

Hide no longer, 

Children of the Age. 

Throw away your masks! 
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The tyrants fold, 

Naked in their ignorance, 

Failing in their tasks. 

 

Return to our dear earth 

Along the floral path 

With your mortal form. 

 

The sentinels have prepared 

The Age of Light 

To which you may be born. 

 

Yet, forewarning comes 

To the mornings’ zeal, 

Now adrift. 

 

Caution and care 

Must guide your way 

Through this good mornings’ gift. 
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Each new step 

Is on virgin soil, 

Precarious, at best; 

 

And how you use 

Your earned enlightenment 

Is just another test. 

 

Knowledge is more lethal 

Than ignorance, 

The tempting evil of vanity, 

 

And can lead your time 

Into a great foolishness 

And fatal insanity. 

 

Wisdom in not new! 

The chaos of heaven 

Is rooted in zealotry! 
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Maturity is not mundane, 

Change is not all good, 

Responsibility is not mediocrity. 

 

Nor is conceit to be confused 

With self-confidence, 

And it with arrogance. 

Cautious humility 

Is the tool and test of your time 

And will reveal itself in evidence. 

 

The Vanity of Humility  (1981) 

It is wise not to seek humility. 

It is a secret of the gods 

Etched in celestial parchment, 

The last challenge, 

The last victory. 

It is the one thing 

That must not know itself, 
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Cannot be claimed or owned; 

Nor can it be fed or welcomed. 

To embrace it will destroy the embracer, 

To speak of it is divine blasphemy. 

It is a face that must never look 

 upon itself; 

nor should it be within the sight  

of any life. 

A foolish people seek it, 

As it may be they think they found it 

And tell the world they are humble. 

 

The Foibles of Focus  (1982) 

Great and small, high and low 

Are the measures of the eye 

Effected by the objects’ glow 

And what values may apply. 
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These strange little balls 

Wobbling in our head 

Perceive the world in awe, 

Maneuvered by a thread…. 

 

An optic fiber, fragile strand 

Tied to a brain, 

Doing everything it can 

                       To explain 

The whys, whats and hows, 

The whens, wheres and whos…. 

Those things life allows 

In the course of pick and choose. 

 

A little Iris squints 

In the middle of the ball, 

Ciphering out the rudiments 

Of objects great and small. 
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And, here we begin 

The impressions for the mind 

From the glitter gathered in 

And the foibles that we find, 

 

Measuring the ups and downs, 

The flats and assorted slants, 

Those ragged squares and rounds 

That make our cans and can’ts 

 

Still, it’s a simple little tool 

Easily deceived 

And we are the finest fool 

Who relies on what the eyes perceive. 

 

The wise know the circumstance 

Of reality 

And not rely on a casual glance 

Or the surfaces they see. 
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Big can be weak, 

Small can be strong, 

Full can have a leak 

And short can be long. 

 

Pretty can be cruel, 

Ugly can be sweet, 

Incompetence can rule 

And religion can defeat, 

 

Successes can destroy, 

Failures can refine 

And, like the horse of Troy, 

Sight can deceive the mind. 

 

Perhaps the great conclusions 

That makes each person real, 

Despite all illusions, 

Is in the manner that we feel. 
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How grand it is to condemn, 

How impressive can be a fake, 

How freely we recommend 

The good for goodness sake. 

 

How desperate our little vanity 

And eager is our Id! 

How gullible our sanity 

And what secrets have we hid! 

How truthful is our lie 

Or honest our deceit? 

What motives do we apply 

To the meanings of ‘discrete’? 

 

In this grand perplexity 

One rule of life stands true…. 

“Beware of what you see in others 

As you would have them 

Beware of what they see in you.” 
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Old Men and Boys  (1988) 

It was only yesterday 

Old men were boys 

And only tomorrow 

Boys will be old men. 

 

And boys yearn for tomorrow 

While old men  

Want yesterday  

Back agin’. 

 

Such is the hindsight 

Of time already spent 

And for lack of foresight 

Both will wonder where it went. 
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The plight of Insight (1989) 

There comes a time for some 

When they concede sadly, 

Grieve quietly to a truth 

Perceived as though a thief 

Stealing their hopes in the night; 

Yet, an honest thief, faw with proof 

That not all humans think. 

 

And, their mind assembles slices 

Of events, times and circumstance, 

In a way to smooth with ease 

It seems an ugly gift 

Riding an indifferent, bitter breeze 

Across their consciousness. 

 

Each slice finds its’ place 

Until the vision is complete 

And speaks in succinct lines 

Of fact, reason and power 
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Erasing the links that bind 

Such people to their sweet innocence. 

 

They become melancholy bitter, 

Spiced with fits of compassion 

For the victims of selfish ignorance, 

The arrogance of power, feeble crime, 

That guides the human life, 

While knowing there’s no deliverance 

But, perhaps, the awesome course  

Of Time. 

 

The Relativity of Relativity  (1990) 

It is said the only absolute 

Is in the relativity of all things 

And he finds humor in its’ premise 

 

As he listens to authority, 

Admires their effort for conclusions, 

Yet restrains an inadvertent grimace. 
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The debates go on with everything 

From recipes to politics, 

From religions to fishing gear, 

 

Until it becomes essential  

To add another dimension 

To the listening ear. 

It lies somewhere 

Amid the tissues and abstractions 

Of the mind; 

 

And, for the most sincere, 

The pursuit of it 

Is difficult to find. 

 

The debates have polarized 

Between accused subjectivity 

And assumed objectivity 
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And, for lack of better words, 

This in-between’ can be named 

‘Detachativity’. 

 

It cannot be liberal 

Nor conservative 

In this comical fight…. 

 

This exchange of blows 

Between what is called 

‘Left’ and ‘Right’. 

 

As time goes by 

He clings to 

His precious ‘Detachativity’ 

 

As it becomes a beacon 

In the night of ‘Relativity’. 
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The Kingmakers   (2009) 

(The Presley-Jackson perversions) 

There are those who wade into 

The needs of human life 

With a passion. 

 

They nurse the sick 

In places with no names, 

No amenity or fashion. 

 

There are those who dare 

Corrupted power 

Or political incompetence. 

 

They lay their lives 

On the line 

With no means of defense. 
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There are simple people 

Who labor honorably 

For the most frugal life. 

 

They persevere adversities 

Beyond endurance, 

Manage horrendous strife. 

 

There are those who go to wars 

Not know exactly why, 

Though duty seems to be the word. 

 

They either live a life of guilt or die 

And from their nations’ people 

No gratitude is heard. 

 

In countless ways there are Heroes 

Of unsung gallantry, 

Silent saints of valors. 
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Yet, so few are aware of them, 

Hold dear the stature of the quiet ones, In our 
awaken hours. 

 

Why?  Because there is no profit, 

No vicarious pretense,  no cult, 

No t-shirt to wear. 

 

The real heroes of life 

Challenge the dullardry in us, 

Fail to distract us from our despair. 

 

But, mostly, it reflects upon us, 

The shallow nature 

Of the human mind. 

 

As we make heroes and kings 

Of jesters, clowns and puppeteers 

By those trite attributes we find, 
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And, these ‘kings’ and idles  

Are mindless words 

Invented by profiteers 

And marketed to mindless ears. 

 

Thinking Regression  (1967) 

(Excerpt from Carbon Expendable 

And the Alpha Mega Writs) 

They laid together, a rigor mortis mix, 

At peace as children and in death. 

Only the moment made them foes. 

 

Perhaps they had played hide and seek 

Or chased the dainty butterfly 

Or wondered how the firefly glows…. 

Beneath a great starlit night. 

 

Each had suckled their mothers’ breast. 

Each had scented sweet smells of home. 
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Now they share a common grave. 

Almost gently their limbs entwine. 

Only the living are left alone. 

 

His eyes trace the battleground, 

Recalling the volleys of early morn…. 

Tracers, thunder,  

the rattled cries of men. 

 

Chorused like impassioned phantoms 

On the rice blocked abattoir, 

Challenged now by the wind 

 

As though erasing all events, 

Ignoring, denying  

It ever happened here; 

And, winning with each fleeting increment. 

Adroit beyond all good challenge, 

Beyond aeonial mortal whims, 

It perishes the humans’ savage sacrament. 
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Yesterdays’ Children  (1967) 

(Excerpt from Carbon Expendable 

And the Alpha Mega Writs) 

From the grapevine, forked tree, 

On a mound of tunneled dirt, 

Carved by sticks and spoons…… 

From all the quiet meadows 

On Earths’ salty afternoons, 

Once barefoot, toothless boys, 

Who ran the rivers’ edge 

And dammed the creeks 

With mud and stones 

Now waste upon the landscape 

As battles’ remnants of rags and bones. 
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Escape Dream  (1967) 

He chases a songbird 

In his dreams….. 

A graceful long bird 

Gliding above the stream. 

 

Touching the water 

With its’ wings….. 

A brilliant white bird 

Of blue tipped wings. 

 

A white silhouette on the balm 

Of hazy forests and fog, 

Lifting lightly in the hushed morn’. 

 

And the song was in the waters’ flow, 

Rythmed to the songbirds’ stride, 

Fluted by wings’ strokes on air. 
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A harmonic chorus of violins 

Is in the tailwind of It’s flight, 

Strumming resonant melodies 

Of baritone rhapsodies. 

 

He moves in stride, in rhythmic pace, 

Aflight upon the briskened air 

Until abreast and fixed upon 

The songbirds’ eye 

And sees himself face to face. 
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Don’t See Me  (1984) 

Please, ignore me, always. 

It is in my privacy, my quietude, 

The invisibleness of myself 

I find my greatest grace. 

 

It is in the measure of things, 

The words spoken and not spoken, 

Those things made by my hands, 

What I have left in this place, 

 

The smallest of things, 

The touches, thoughts, kindness, 

Successes of motives and failures, 

That my only real mark is made. 

 

I do not want to see you. 

Rather, the art of your art, 

The song of your soul…. 

These are the things that persuade. 
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I want to hear you, not see you, 

Relish the notes of your instrument, 

The vibrance of you serenade, 

The marvel of your craft or brush. 

 

You embarrass me and yourself, 

To assert yourself as a clown, 

Full of yourself,….not your gift. 

It’s better to vanish in a hush. 

 

I do not want to see music. 

You do not matter. 

You need not dress the part 

Invented by some profiteer. 

 

You do not have to be pretty 

To do beautiful things 

Or inspire and touch 

With the purity of sight or ear. 

Please, don’t see me. 
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Rage  (1986) 

Rage can be a quiet thing 

Lying beneath a whimpering dignity, 

Silented by futility, disbelief 

 

By those who have seen, 

Suffered, endured 

The savagery of others. 

 

Rage can be poised motionless, 

Uncertain of its’ mark, 

Terrified of its’ own hypocrisy. 

 

Yet, willing, eager, straining 

 To strike restitution 

On a world not seeking justice. 

 

Rage can grow old, in time, 

But with no grace, no beauty, 

No wisdom of its’ own; 
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Just old and ugly festering, 

More abandoned, 

Barren of any fruitfulness. 

 

Rage is a power 

That feeds rage, 

A shadow full of itself, 

 

In search of the substance 

That makes it a shadow. 

 

Worming into Cracks and Crevices  (1969) 

It was a cool Spring morning. 

A light dew glistened in the hew. 

Chickadees and finches chattered 

And fluttered limb to limb. 

A rooster praised the sunrise. 

Holsteins specked hillside meadows, 

Sauntering to milking barns, 
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Clanging tinny bells. 

Dogs barked.  Puppies played. 

 

And, the dark side of life 

Works its’ wonders quietly 

Under blue skys, worming 

Into cracks and crevices 

Of a routine universe. 

 

From the south the whistle 

of a locomotive 

Pierces the morning quietude. 

A long streamer of coal smoke 

Laces, whirls and lingers 

Above the box-car train, 

As it labors, pulsing on the grade, 

Belching with each pulse, 

Pulling at the burden of its’ load. 
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And, the dark side of life 

Works its’ wonders quietly 

Under blue skies, worming 

Into cracks and crevices 

Of a routine universe. 

The box-car train brakes and stops 

And cars clag and bang together. 

Steam rises from the doorways. 

Voices shout above the shuffle, 

 The sluggish shuffle  

of dazed creatures exiting. 

Large, small, young and old. 

Infants cry, children whimper 

The sounds of terror and hunger. 

 

And, the dark side of life 

Works its’ wonders quietly 

Under blue skies, worming 

Into cracks and crevices 

Of a routine universe. 
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They jump and roll from the boxes, 

Forming lethargic swarms 

Aside the shining steel of rails. 

Again, the shouts as they strip, 

Baring a thousand naked bodies 

In the cool morning sunlight. 

Men to the left.  Women to the right. 

Shuffled, pushed, driven relentlessly, 

The columns move in despair and shame. 

 

And, the dark side of life 

Works its’ wonders quietly 

Under blue skies, worming 

Into the cracks and crevices 

Of a routine universe. 
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Synoman-Antoman  (1970) 

To hail the human flight 

Is to sing of two wings 

Set upon the mortal muscle 

As on the butterfly. 

 

One, to give it force 

And one to give it grace, 

Each fulcrumed on the line 

And power of yang and yen. 

 

Each given an eye 

To focus on the things of earth. 

Yet, not the same sight 

Nor flutter of the flight. 

 

One eye seeks common ground, 

Looks for the ‘synonym’, 

Blending into the countless flock, 

The thrill of regimented formation… 
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And this, the ‘Synoman’. 

 

Yet, one eye sees the difference, 

Attached to the uncommon force, 

An autonomous ‘antonym’ 

Inescapably questioning mindlessness… 

And this, the ‘Antoman’. 

   

 

Chance  (1974) 

Everyone has to be somewhere, 

In places right or wrong, 

Shifting about in circumstance, 

Where ‘chance’ has come and gone. 

 

 

But, if ‘chance’ is all there is, 

It seems the thing to do 

Is sit along the way 

And let it come to you. 
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Of course, if you’re sitting still 

When you’re the lucky one, 

‘Chance’ will simply be 

A case of ‘hit and run’.  

 

 

Pursuits of Writ  (1992) 

Those sweet pursuits of dreams 

Wane with time 

As youths’ dear vigors dim. 

 

A seasoned mind foretells, 

Nay, foreknows, 

The frivolity of human whim. 

 

And the mere pens’ motion 

Is now a slow labor 

Where once it moved with grace; 
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Not that ink does not bond, 

But shades of grey  

Now displace 

What was once vivid, 

Laced in stark writ 

Upon the dreamers’ page… 

 

No pursuit of what might have been 

But of what truly is, 

Befalls the plight of age. 
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Timedancer  (1970) 

He walks a thin line 

Awkwardly, 

Teetering in a delicate dance, 

Squandering motion, 

Daring chance, 

Unable to stand or fall; 

Yet, straining for balance 

On the finite edge of Nowness. 

 

Yesterday, that yester-moment, 

Lies caustically to each step. 

Tomorrow, a morrow-moment, dares 

To crowd times’ unfailing pace 

Until it shares 

The breath of that yet to come. 

 

And the Timedancer 

Borrows from ‘Now’ 

To pay yesterday, 
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Impatiently pursuing the future; 

And, will never pay 

The debt…. 

Never know the moments lost. 

 

 

 

 

A Pagan Journey  (1995) 

To the seasons of the eyes, 

The canvass of memory, 

We see with deep perception 

The essence of our times. 

 

And it is in these memories, 

These sights of magnificence, 

In finite grandeur, 

We paint with our minds. 
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Distant yesterdays renew 

Fresh upon our memory 

Those chemistries of enchantment 

For things great and small. 

 

And, yes, we are our own foliage, 

Our own fruits left behind 

Upon the landscape of our autumns 

As each moments’ leafings fall. 

 

And time takes its’ course 

Upon each layer of life, 

Making rich fodder of our yesterdays, 

Fertile in the forests underlays. 

 

We are loam of leaves 

Making lifes’ sweet nectar, 

For those tomorrows, 

From the loam of yesterdays. 
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Yesterdays are immortal 

In our timeless minds, 

Full of those enchantments 

Perceived and comprehended. 

 

And his pagan eye sees 

Into and beyond, 

In awe of a life lived 

Yet a life never ended. 

II. 

He begins with the scent of Spring 

When butterflies are magic fairies 

And small backwaters are luring 

With friendly pixen spirits.  

  

He recalls strong ancient oak 

Gnarled to the rock and soil 

And leering massive limbs… 

A skyward kingdom  

of branch and leaf. 
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Quiet meadows and glades return 

Fresh into his memory’s eye, 

Groomed by natures’ blade 

Into lawns of grass and bloom; 

 

Where among this planets’ mansions 

Creatures lived and loved, 

Both predator and prey,  

Takers and givers of earth. 

 

His eye watches in wonder 

All these forms of line and grace, 

Astute even to the textures 

Of stone and bark and skin. 

 

To each he saw a soul, 

In dust, trees, clouds and streams… 

Not one thing was lifeless, 

Not one leaf without a tale to tell. 
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It was in the hares’ nest 

Pink waddles came to be, 

Struggling amid fluffy downs of fir, 

Suckling warm, tender breasts. 

 

Then came his awe and praise 

For a world of artists and engineers, 

Designers of function and grandeur, 

Those carvers, masons and weavers.. 

 

Ants, hornets and worms 

Burrowing, tunneling miners 

Molding cities of transport, 

Clean and dry and glazed! 

 

The wasps and bees and dobbers, 

Wise and profound, 

Crafting intricate domains 

Of organic paper, 
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Wax and adobe, 

Castles of excellence, 

Crafters and masons 

Of timeless art. 

 

And, hail the spider, the weaver, 

Lacing nets glistening in the dew, 

Spanning the impossible, 

Daring the not-doable. 

 

His eye hails the nesters, 

The mud-weaving Swallows, 

The basket-making Orioles, 

The space stick arbors of doves. 

 

He marvels at their scavenger, 

Making weaving of scrap, 

Of papers and cloth and grass, 

Mud a feathers and leaves. 
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From the Swallow scooping water, 

Martins dashing among the insects, 

Bats darting though the night…. 

Masters of air and flight. 

 

He envies the patient pose 

Of Kingfishers and Cranes, 

The one-legged stance of Herons, 

Storks and Flamingos. 

 

He canvasses the sky 

For formations of the Goose, 

Long, quiet chains of Pelicans, 

Random swarms of Starlings. 

 

He sees the tongues of grazers 

Wrapping around clomps of grass 

And hears the smooth rip 

As green blades are cut to cud. 
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Heed the florescent flashes 

Of jagged fire in the sky! 

Hear the mumble of thunder 

As a wave of sound in the night. 

 

And the wind is a spirit 

Seen only as it drags itself 

Across once smooth pools of water 

And pushes its way through 

             Forests and meadows. 

His eye sees secret enclaves 

Of vines and brush and limb 

And setting alone in the rain 

Listening to patters of water-rivulets 

Smacking on the broad leaf, 

Running quietly downward, 

Gathering again to fall 

And siphoned into the thirsty earth. 
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He sees floating leaves 

Of Elm, Maple, Oak and Sycamore, 

Sumac, Willow and Cottonwood, 

Persimmon, Wild Plum and Grape 

 

Buoyant on spring waters, 

Specking broad grazed pools 

With yellows, reds, ambers, browns 

As an artists’ touch so random right. 

 

His seasoned eye recalls the lamb 

Bouncing across the meadow,  

Pups frolicking, 

A kittens’ curled paw swatting flies. 

 

Long, gray clouds are rushing bye, 

Silhouetted against blue and white; 

Then leering, rolling crescents 

Of orange-white in the thunderhead. 
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He stares at the steam of air 

Floating in the first light 

Of the first mornings’ chill, 

The quiet glistening of frost. 

 

Soon, the hill-lands are aflame! 

From limestone peaks his eye reviews 

Endless rolls of ambered hills, 

Canvasses of sylphian decoupage. 

 

Then the hill-lands pause, 

Naked to the course of winter. 

The rattle of solitary leaves 

Tap the pace of winter winds. 

 

His eye sees motion, 

Hypnotic as a rivers’ flow, 

Enchanting as lean strides 

And coy turns of soft necks. 
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Clouds move as herds, 

Bumping, jesting, crowding, 

Reshaping in gray and white 

Cotton-steam afloat on air! 

 

He lies among brittle leaves, 

Among the Redbud and Fern, 

Watching a fragile stream 

Lace along narrow valleys, 

 

Teasing hair-like roots, 

Turn and foam and twist 

As though a grand artery 

Veining the forest flesh. 

 

His eye sees the rainbow 

Where rays catch vapors 

By chance, by degree and choice, 

Spilling secrets of hidden 

                              Colored light. 
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He feels the Mother Earth turn, 

Basking in the suns’ warmth, 

Dancing about the fire 

Of the Father Sun. 

The moon shepherds the night, 

The mid-wife and consolance, 

Joy of the darkness, 

Night-mirror of the Sun. 

 

Dancing in the black stage 

Of a bottomless universe, 

Showing its’ many faces… 

Full, thin, silver and golden. 

 

.His eye has no illusions. 

It sees into the atoms, 

Watches the collective workings 

Of all things made manifest. 
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He sees the galaxies, 

Held by natures forces, 

Those delicacies of cosmic order 

For the interplay of life. 

 

To this the greater grandeur! 

The marvel is in the atoms’ light, 

The joy is in the endless journey; 

 

Yet, what grand and simple magic  

                    is in an infants’ smile! 

 

 

The Gentle Riff  (1990) 

I have been awake 

Through the heavy stillness 

Of a summer night 

And watched the first hinting 

Of dawn’s pale the sky. 
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From an unknown place 

A gentle, pleasant breeze 

Moves across the landscape, 

Nudging the meadow grass, 

Rippling faint upon the waters. 

 

It is warm upon my face, 

Custodial, yet not to tarry, 

As if riding the riff 

Between night and day, 

A messenger quietly trumpeting 

 

The endless roll of earth, 

The relentless voyage of sunlight 

Chasing the edge of night. 

And the gentle breeze 

Is an unseen wake of air 

 

From this endless chase 

Across the grandeur of continents, 
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The fluid cushions of oceans. 

And the tail of night leaves the day 

With the sweating, sweet scent 

                               Of morning dew. 
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I Love My Ignorance  (2009) 

I love my ignorance. 

What a wonderful friend 

It has been. 

It has sheltered me 

From complexity 

And honed my simplicity. 

 

I am grateful for my ignorance. 

It has allowed me to live 

With the capacity to forgive 

With naivety, 

A conjured empathy 

Aloof to frivolity. 

 

 respect my ignorance. 

It has portrayed the best in man 

Painted the finest fantasy 

Over the canvas of mans’ savagery 
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How precious is my ignorance! 

It cannot see the devious 

And is oblivious. 

It always tries to find 

Something divine 

In the most evil mind. 

 

I admire my ignorance. 

It has held me above religions, 

Their hatreds and divisions. 

And though I cannot see 

Into our mysterious destiny 

There remains a strange peace in me. 

 

I find balance in my ignorance. 

Along the thin line 

Of a hungry mind 

There is knowledge without vanity 
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And each little discovery 

Only opens the depths of a mystery. 

There are wings in my ignorance.     

 

It flies above the clouds of greed, 

Sails beyond opulent need. 

And, in the turmoil of prattle and theory 

It has lifted my liberty 

Above the flocks of bigotry. 

 

My ignorance is a fire 

Consuming the frivolous 

While preserving the obvious. 

It makes ashes of unfounded conclusions 

And cautions me of illusions. 

It purges my shame 

In its’ gentle flame. 
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Ignorance fosters my hope. 

Despite all human stupidity, 

It oppresses futility. 

In the ravages of tragedy 

And all sufferings and inhumanity 

It sings the song of sanity. 

 

Ignorance is my youth. 

Despite the wisdom of experience 

It plans with the vigor of diligence. 

With all my reservations 

And all my hesitations 

It gills me with expectations. 

I am grateful to my ignorance 

As it protects my intelligence 

From the sickness of arrogance, 

Tempers the pen to the page, 

Makes wine of my rage 

And bread of my age. 
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Ignorance ignores my time. 

It does not fret upon what was 

Or wring its’ hands on what the future does. 

Only the moment is the treasury 

Of value to what we see 

In what was or will ever be. 

 

Ignorance has no fear. 

It does not know 

From where I came or where I go. 

Ignorance has no anxiety 

Whether death is a finality 

Or a part of immortality. 

 

Ignorance protects my motives. 

My goodness is for goodness sake. 

Though feeble, in am not a fake 
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Seeking the favor of judgmental lords 

For divine rewards, 

Or exclusiveness among the mortal hoards.  

 

Ignorance preserves my sense of wonder. 

It sets aside education, 

And scolds procrastination. 

Every flower and creature is full of light. 

Every day of sun or moonlit night 

Is a marvel to my simple sense of sight. 

 

I hope my ignorance will remain with me. 

Should there be an immortal living, 

Knowing everything would be unforgiving, 

 

Painful to know the course is run, 

Like a burnt-out sun, 

Knowing its’ venture is, inescapably, done.  
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In Defense of Empathy  (2009) 

Why the pursuit of beauty 

In a world so often unbeautiful? 

Why the soft pursuit of serenity 

Among the turmoil of the day? 

 

Why the ‘writs’ of natures’ nature 

And the aspirations of the soul 

In a world of hatreds 

                            and vengeance, 

of predator and prey. 

 

These are the quiet questions 

Laid in quiet, polite ways, 

To this, the quiet poet, 

Who has no motive in his ‘writ’ 

 

I will reply with candor, 

Polite only to a measure, 
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Honest to the marrow 

To the short and long of it. 

 

Yes, I know, too well, 

The savage nature of man. 

I know the rage of self-centered, 

Countless humans on the scene. 

 

I know how we indulge ourselves 

In resentments, self-righteousness, 

Bigotries, exploitations, deceits 

And our capacity to be mean. 

 

I, too, often see 

The shortsightedness of mankind 

As only the moment counts 

And to hell with posterity. 

 

I see the tribal stupidity, 

The countless divisions of iology, 
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The narrow veins of our bigotries 

And our chronic stupidities. 

 

I account for the paradoxes, 

The contradictions 

 of politic and law. 

I see the corruptions of causes 

Great and small. 

 

I see Muslims murdering 

One-another while the Jew 

Basks in its’ self-righteousness. 

I see the ignorance of bloodletting  

Christianity, the pagan irony 

Of being saved by a sacrificial lamb.  

 

I see the unprincipled mechanics 

Of finances and budgets, 

In stocks and governments…. 

The deviousness of political scam. 
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I see the hungry children, 

The exploited, weary laborer. 

I see the parasites 

Making professions of welfare. 

 

I see the hypocrisy and dilemma 

Of a nation of peace 

Relying on the machinery 

Of industrial warfare. 

 

I understand, too well, 

The liberal socialist 

Wanting a utopia 

Without paying for it. 

 

I see the goodness 

Of loving intentions 

In an imperfect world, 

And the often futility of it. 
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I know the temper of injustice, 

The anxiety of youth, 

In futile circumstance, 

Resorting to violence. 

 

I feel the ach in their gut 

As life passes bye 

With no opportunity 

Or comment of relevance. 

 

I understand why 

One culture invades another 

In search of opportunity 

Not offered from where they come. 

 

And, I see why 

It only takes one generation 

For them to destroy 

That from which they came 
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As they drag their evils with them, 

Witlessly, they infest the host 

With their unshakable disease. 

 

I see the new generations 

Now so inept for reality, 

Un-tutored, unwilling, 

Living in their cyber realities. 

 

And, I can foresee their plight 

As they are caught in ‘the web’ 

And a soft life of amenities. 

 

Yes, I see the over-breeding 

Of our species, 

The illegitimacy of spawning 

Without accountability. 
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I see the burden 

These witless creatures place 

Upon themselves and society. 

 

I know too well, of homelessness, 

The empty core of heart 

That can drive one mad, 

Paralyze our sense of humanity.  

 

I see trash throwing trash, 

The witlessness of our nature, 

Insulting our planet and each other 

In the waste of human nature 

 

I see the twisting of words 

By those empowered and in power 

As they sooth the reality 

With anachronisms and vague  

nomenclature. 
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Like you, I see our nuclear insanity 

We impose upon ever blade of grass 

And bug and creature and person 

By its’ use in war or its’ toxic waste 

 

As we hurry for convenience, 

Profit, trinkets and fashion, 

Statistics wrought in lies, 

In our impetuous haste. 

 

I understand the illusion 

Of a ‘One World’ vision, 

As it is ultimate conformity, 

The demise of cultures and genetics; 

 

And, it despairs the collected mind 

To witness the manipulations 

Of words and concepts 

By those proficient in phonetics. 
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I, too, feel the frustrations 

Of knowledge without opportunity 

As solutions are desired 

But muted by pretentious platitudes 

 

Among special interests 

And public indifference, 

And general ineptitudes. 

 

Yes, I can put my feet 

In the shoes of those enslaved. 

I can vividly feel the agony 

Of hopeless deprivation. 

 

Yet, I can also look into our history 

And see the chains in every race, 

First chained by their own kind 

For profit and compensation. 
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It is a timeless tribal decadency 

Continued through this day 

By arrogant and feudal minds 

Unable to evolve 

 

Into a class of humans 

Where dignity of others 

Is paramount and greed resolved. 

 

I realize there are many 

Who depend upon the flame 

Of prejudice for their fame. 

Their paycheck and ego is the issue. 

 

That’s why my heroes 

Are not asking for pity or blame; 

But, asking for fiber in our tissue. 
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I am not a person out of touch 

Nor ignorant of each human heart 

Or depraved of the feelings of you, 

Nor the impending crisis in the air. 

 

I am not oblivious to the day, 

The countless intricacies 

Of life in a world so aflamed 

With confusion and despair. 

 

But, it is for me to feed the fire 

Of these vicious times of Man 

With a faint word among many, 

A taunting wisp of unheard  

 Comments? 

Nay, it is not for me. 

The greater good is in what is real 

Within the high human desire 

Rather than give fuel  

To the futility of human torments. 
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One by one, the solutions lie 

In those who go beyond the day! 

And we, the quiet poets will prevail 

In the mystic fiber of our line, 

 

Relent upon the simple truths 

Within every human grasp, 

Within the simple comprehension 

Of each quieted, open mind. 

 

It is said, even by the poets, 

No poetry will bring peace 

Or stop a moving army  

Of inhumanity; 

Nor will it change the human veins. 

 

But, it is a life well spent 

To place the words upon the page, 

In whatever time and plight, 

To lure the readied soul  
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To higher plains 

Of thinking, perspective, plans. 

 

If only one, or maybe two, 

It is a gain for all that lives, 

Worth every moment of every night. 

 

And, this will be the great venture 

Of profit to each human soul, 

That we are more than mere dirt 

In whatever manner of our plight; 

 

And, this is a grand ol’ place for life, 

Worthy of our devotion. 

It speaks every lesson to be learned, 

Every value to value  

and make our own. 
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It is the quiet poets’ path 

To leave these sweet notes of writ 

To let each soul know there is beauty in all life;  

And they,  

Their unspoken aspirations, 

Their solitary observations, 

Their wordless intuitions, 

Are not alone.   
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